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CHAPTER 3 

RHYTHMIC STRUCTURE 

 

The scansion of one verse line follows two principles, namely metricality and a sense of 

rhythm. Rhythm is the representation that concerns the correspondence between syllables and 

demibeats (Halle & Vergnaud 1987, Hammond 1984). Metricality is the output that 

scrutinizes the match between accent and metrical constituents (Prince 1983, Selkirk 1984, 

among others).  In this chapter, we explore these two aspects in the Mandarin finger rhymes.  

In §3.1, we investigate the types of finger-rhyme rhythms, which are distinct from those of 

Chinese regulated verses.  In §3.2, we comment on Duanmu’s (2004) non-head stress model, 

which causes certain unmetricality of the finger-rhyme lines.  

 

3.1 Various Rhythms 

3.1.1 Preamble 

The finger-rhyme rhythm obtains from a count of demibeats.  Finger rhymes are in 
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form of a linguistic game where children’s recitation is accompanied by finger movements 

that follow the tempos. Zuo (2002) and Duanmu (2004), among others, ponder long over the 

similarities and differences between Chinese and Western verses.  This chapter considers 

questions developed from the concept of Halle and Keyser’s (1971) correspondence rules. 

 

(1) Correspondence Rules 

a. Each element X of the meter corresponds to a single vowel or to a fully stressed vowel.  
 
If (1a) is not applied, then 

 
   b. One or more consecutive vowels are assigned a single metrical element X.  

c. A sequence which bears one or two fully stressed vowels within the same syntactic 
constituent is linked to the same element X.  

 

In terms of Chinese verses, the element X in (1) can be interpreted as a metrical demibeat.  

The most unmarked pattern would be one where a single syllable corresponds to a single 

demibeat.  The complexity of one metrical line increases if (1b) or (1c) is applied.  In (1b), 

one demibeat is shared if two vowels are adjacent.  In (1c) more than one vowel within the 

same syntactic local domain are linked to the identical demibeat.  However, these conditions 

are not totally true to Mandarin finger rhymes, which stress more on word categories and 

syntactic domains. 
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The study of finger rhymes is of interest in three ways.  First, unlike the traditional 

regulated verses, which consist of only masculine lines (i.e., either pentasyllabic or 

heptasyllabic), the finger rhymes exhibit a substantial amount of feminine lines. A masculine 

line contains an odd number of demibeats, while a feminine line contains an even number of 

demibeats (Hsiao 2006).  In this research, we closely examine both types of rhythms.    

Second, the lines of finger rhymes are relatively short.  The most common type of the 

finger rhymes is of three demibeats, while that of the traditional regulated verses is of five or 

seven demibeats.  In finger rhymes, the length of the finger rhymes is quite flexible.   

Third, certain word categories contrast rhythmically in Mandarin finger rhymes.  For 

example, a function word shares a demibeat with an adjacent syllable, while a content word 

usually receives a single demibeat.  The great attention is drawn to examine if there is any 

subtle difference from what’s said in the western theory.  

A non-derivational approach is adopted in this study.  We posit a set of metrical 

constraints under the framework of Prince and Smolensky’s (1993, 2004) Optimality Theory, 

which considers UG as consisting of universal constraints that are ranked on a 

language-specific basis.  This present research follows from a large electronic corpus of 

Mandarin finger rhymes that is easily accessible to the general research community, with a 

total of 4172 lines, in which four types of information deserves noticing: word categories, 

syntactic structures, number of syllables, and number of metrical demibeats.  
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  The organization of this section is as follows.  In §3.1.2, I describe the data of the 

corpus in respect to syllables and demibeats.  In §3.1.3, I propose a four-demibeat template 

as the basic pattern, where a three-demibeat line leaves the final demibeat silent (underlined).  

In §3.1.4, I examine the beat-sharing lines of Mandarin finger rhymes and in §3.1.5 I offer a 

constraint-based analysis.  §3.1.6 presents the concluding remarks.  

 

3.1.2 The Corpus 

 The present corpus is a collection of finger rhymes with a total of 4172 lines.  This kind 

of special child verse is structured with the lines that have a wide range of length.  A line 

contains from one to thirteen syllables.  Among the lines, the trisyllabic, pentasyllabic, and 

heptasyllabic lines are the most prevalent, 76.98% in total.  The data is detailed in (2). 

 

(2) The Number of Syllables 
 
Syllables per Line Total # of Lines Percentage 
1 58 1.39% 
2 144 3.45% 
3 1452 34.80% 
4 399 9.56% 
5 623 14.93% 
6 162 3.88% 
7 1137 27.25% 
8 118 2.83% 
9 57 1.37% 
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10 17 0.41% 
11 4 0.10% 
13 1 0.02% 
TOTAL 4172 100.00% 

 

The interpretation of rhythm relies greatly upon the counts of both syllables and 

demibeats (Buring 1966).  To explore the rhythmic structure of finger rhymes, we observe 

the mapping between syllables and demibeats.  It is clear to see in (2-3) that the number of 

syllables doesn’t always match with that of demibeats.  In other words, one or more 

syllables may be assigned to the same demibeat.  This is the so-called ‘beat-sharing’ as 

defined in Hsiao (2006).   

 

(3) The Number of Demibeats 

(a) Rhythm-1  
Demibeats per Line Total # of Lines Percentage 
1 58 1.39% 
2 144 3.45% 
3 1503 36.03% 
4 349 8.37% 
5 624 14.96% 
6 166 3.98% 
7 1250 29.96% 
8 36 0.86% 
9 26 0.62% 
10 14 0.34% 
11 1 0.02% 
13 1 0.02% 
TOTAL 4172 100.00% 
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(b) Rhythm-2  
Demibeats per Line Total # of Lines Percentage 
1 58 1.39% 
2 144 3.45% 
3 1503 36.03% 
4 349 8.37% 
5 625 14.98% 
6 171 4.10% 
7 1275 30.56% 
8 26 0.62% 
9 14 0.34% 
10 7 0.17% 
TOTAL 4172 100.00% 

 

In (3) there are two types of rhythms.  The most frequent are the lines with three, five and 

seven demibeats, found over 80% of the lines in the corpus.  Since one reader can identify 

either type by virtue of the different rate of speech.  Rhymthm-1 is the lines containing 

syllables perfectly aligned to a single demibeat.  Rhythm-2 is the lines with 

syllable-to-demibeat alignment.  Consider the following illustration.  

(4) a. ‘(We) go around by the gate.’ 
 

x  x  x       x  x           x   demibeat 
                                  

da-men-er   dou-zhe   zhuan    
    big-door-SUF   go.around-ASP rotate   
 

b. ‘(We) go around by the gate.’ 
 

x  x          x  x           x   demibeat 
                              

da-men-er   dou-zhe   zhuan  
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     big-door-SUF   go.around-ASP rotate 
(5) a. lento 

    
 
   b. presto 

    

 

(4a) is the rhythm-1 that corresponds to the musical notation of (5a); (4b) is the rhythm-2 

which reconciles with the musical notation of (5b).  The difference between the two comes 

from the speech rate.  The rhythm of (4a) costs six demibeats, while (4b) costs five. What 

motivates the beat-sharing will be the task of this study.  

 As shown in (6), the finger rhymes shows a preference of the lines with an odd number 

of demibeats.  Hsiao (2006) suggests that two types of metrical lines are supposed to be 

present in verses.  The first one is masculine rhythm, which is a line that consists of an odd 

number of demibeats.  The other one is feminine lines, which is referred to as a line 

including an even number of demibeats.  In rhythm-1 the masculine lines are 82.98% of the 

data, and in rhythm-2 they are 83.27%.  
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(6) Metrical Lines 

(a) Rhythm-1 
Line Types Total # of lines Percentage 
Masculine 3462 82.98% 
Feminine 710 17.02% 
TOTAL 4172 100.00% 
 
(b) Rhythm-2 
Line Types Total # of lines Percentage 
Masculine 3474 83.27% 
Feminine 698 16.73% 
TOTAL 4172 100.00% 

 

 One of the strategies to avoid the beat-sharing is to slow down the speech rate.  We 

look into the local construction of demibeat counts, as in (7).  

 

(7) The Parsing of Metrical Lines 
 

Demibeats Demibeat Grouping Total # of Lines Percentage 
1 1 58 1.39% 
2 2 144 3.45% 
3 3 1503 36.03% 
4 4 348 8.34% 
 4 (1+3) 1 0.02% 
5 5 623 14.93% 
 5 (1+4) 1 0.02% 
6 6 86 2.06% 
 6 (3+3) 80 1.92% 
7 7 1245 29.84% 
 7 (3+4) 5 0.12% 
8 8 26 0.62% 
 8 (3+5) 9 0.22% 
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 8 (5+3) 2 0.05% 
9 9 25 0.60% 
10 10 4 0.10% 
 10 (3+7) 3 0.07% 
 10 (7+3) 7 0.17% 
11 11 2 0.05% 
TOTAL  4172 100.00% 

 

It is an interesting finding that some of the lines are parsed into small constituents. For 

example, a four-demibeat line can be a combination of a one-demibeat unit and a 

three-demibeat unit. A six-demibeat line is either a pair of three-demibeat lines, or a 

six-demibeat unit. A seven-demibeat line can be a combination of lines with three and four 

demibeats. The other longer lines are also found to be segmented into short units.   

 The categorical distinction between content words and function words are well attested 

in the literature (Liberman and Prince 1977, Hayes 1983, Chen 1991, Zec 2005, Hsiao 2006, 

among others).  Liberman and Prince (1977) and Hayes (1983) nods on that content words 

must surface in the grid-marking, but function words may not.  Chen (1991) examines the 

nature of function words which is not available to the initial cycle of intonational phrasing.  

Zec (2005) speculates that function words pose a stronger restriction on the accent 

assignment. Hsiao (2006) lists a bank of functors that is prone to share demibeats with 

adjacent syllables. In the present corpus, we follow Hsiao’s (Ibid) lead and label function 

words as F. The F categories include auxiliaries, classifiers, conjunctions, complementizers, 
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directional markers, pronouns, particles and so on. The coding information is as below.  

 

(8) FR-120-1  
 

[[N  F] N-N] [V  N-N] 
  yi  gen bang-zi  da bang-qiu  
  one CL stick  hit  baseball 
 ‘One stick hits on the baseball.’  

 

In (8) the classifier gen is coded as F, and the numeral yi ‘one’ is termed as N.  The V da 

‘hit’ represents the monosyllabic verb. The NN bang-zi ‘stick’ and bang-qiu ‘baseball’ are 

disyllabic nouns.   

The proposition about rhythm diversity is not uncontroversial.  Hsiao (2006) observes 

in Changhua folk verses that co-verbs and be-verbs are easily accessible to beat-sharing.  In 

this sense, these two are referred to F categories.  However, in Mandarin finger rhymes, the 

be-verbs are metrically treated as the common verbs, which are assigned a complete 

demibeat.   

(9) a. Chunghua folk verse (Reading 1) 

x x   x     x     x  x    x         demibeat 
                                

N-N N-N     F N- N    V  
te-it  huan-lo si  ka-lai  san   

      first worry be  home  poor  
      ‘The first worry is the poor condition of home.’  (CH-79-03) 
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 b. Chunghua folk verse (Reading 2) 
x x   x  x      x    x    x         demibeat 

                                
N-N N-N     F N- N    V  
te-it  huan-lo si  ka-lai  san   

      first worry be  home  poor  
      ‘The first worry is the poor condition of home.’  (CH-79-03) 
 
 c. Mandarin finger rhymes 

x     x   x  x    x                demibeat 
                                

N  V N-N  V    
ba  shi hu-die fei     

      eight be butterfly fly     
      ‘Eighth, the butterfly flies.’       (FR-684-15) 
 
 d. Mandarin finger rhymes 

x     x   x   x       x  x    x      demibeat 
                                 

N    W V   I   X A- A  N 
kan shei shi  wo  de  xiao-xiao bing 

      see who be  1.SG POSS little soldier 
      ‘Let’s guess who will be my little soldier.’   (FR-004-3) 

 

As seen in (9a-9b), the be-verb si shares a single demibeat with the adjacent syllable.  The 

be-verb shi of (9c-9d) is aligned to a single demibeat instead.  Be-verb shows different 

rhythm among dialects22. 

 

                                                 
22 One of the hypotheses is reported that this rhythmic contrast is relevant to the tone.  The be-verb si in 
Southern Min bears the neutral tone, and the semantic information is not salient.  Contrastively, the be-verb shi 
which is accented with the falling tone obtains a single stress followed by a demibeat.   
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3.1.3 Template Mapping 

 The organization of metrical constituents posited by Halle and Keyser (1971) and 

Kiparsky (1977) highlights the role of the metrical positions and the morphosyntactic 

branching.  As in (10), the metrical tension arises, given the stressed syllables on the weak 

metrical position and in the same branching domains.  

(10) Metrical Representation (Kiparsky 1977: 230) 
 
 
 
       S 
 
    W        S 
 
   W    S       W   S   W 
 

W S W S W S W S W S 

Chen (1979, 1980, 1984) furthers this model as a metrical template to tackle the problem of 

tone sandhi in Chinese regulated verse.   

(11) Metrical template  
a. Right-branching      b. Left-branching 
 

L               L    
   /  \          /   \ 

H    H            H    H   
   /  \  / \      /   \  /  \ 

f  f  f  f        f  f  f f  
 /\   /\   |   /\                     /\    /\    /\  |  
1 2 3 4  5  6 7        1 2   3 4 5 6 7  

 
L = metrical line  H = hemistich   
f = foot    Numeral (1-7) = syllable 
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The metrical line (L) is first parsed into two hemistiches (H), each of which is then formed by 

two metrical feet (F).  The components under feet are syllables.  The last trisyllabic 

hemistich is grouped either as right-branching (11a) or as left-branching (11b).  Hsiao (1990, 

1991b) renews this idea by proposing a trochaic meter that generates the rhythm of folk songs 

in Southern Min.   

 

(12) Trochaic Meter 

L   Metrical Line 
    /    \     

H      H  Hemistich 
    /  \    /  \       

f  f    f   f  Foot 
  /\   /\    /\   /\                     
X x X x  X x  X x  Demibeat 
X=strong demibeat    x=weak demibeat      

 

The downbeat falls on the metrical strong position, whereas the upbeat stays on the metrical 

weak one.  Duanmu (2004) elaborates this proposal of trochaic meter from the point of view 

of stress, and considers it as part of Universal Grammar. 

 For the rhythm of the finger rhymes, the count of demibeats is needed.  Recall the lines 

of the finger rhymes that are relatively short.  In the present study, a two-foot template is 

proposed as the basic pattern.  Following the previous leads, I assume the foot in Chinese is 
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trochaic, namely a strong demibeat followed by a weak demibeat.   

(13) Metrical Template    

 
  L   Prosodic Line 
 
 f  f  Foot 
 
 X    x  X    x Metrical Beat 
 
 X=Strong Demibeat    x=Weak Demibeat     x=Silent Demibeat 

 

The three-demibeat lines are the most dominant in the masculine lines, while the 

four-demibeat lines are the least marked in the feminine lines.  In that event, the template 

would optionally leave unaligned the final demibeat.  Of the four-demibeat lines, the final 

demibeat is audible.  Otherwise the final demibeat would be silent, in particular the 

three-demibeat lines, the most common type of the data.   

 Several patterns can be generated from this basic template.  A masculine line will end 

in silent demibeat (x), given the template above.  A one-demibeat line leaves the first foot 

absent and ends in a silent demibeat. (- - X x).  A three-demibeat line consists of two feet, 

with a final silent demibeat. (X x X x).  
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(14) FR-150-2-1  one-demibeat line 
 
  L   Prosodic Line 
 
 (f)  f  Foot 
 
      X    x Metrical Demibeat 
    ting 
    listen 
    ‘Listen!’ 

 

(15) FR-093-11  three-demibeat line 
 
  L   Prosodic Line 
 
 f  f  Foot 
 
 X    x  X    x Metrical Demibeat 
 zhui  cai-hong  
 pursue rainbow 
 ‘(to) go after the rainbow.’ 

 

A feminine line consists of an even number of demibeats, followed by no silent demibeat.  A 

four-demibeat line perfectly fills in the whole template. (X x X x).  A two-demibeat line 

matches only the final foot (- - X x). 
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(16) FR-426-2-1  two-demibeat line 
 
  L   Prosodic Line 
 
 (f)  f  Foot 
 
     X    x Metrical Demibeat 
          la-   bi 
    crayon 
    ‘crayon’ 

 

(17) FR-610-2-1  four-demibeat line 
  L   Prosodic Line 
 
 f  f  Foot 
 
 X    x   X    x Metrical Demibeat 
 jian   jian zhi-  jia  
 cut    cut nails 
 ‘cut the finger nails’ 

 

 This template supports the flexibility of the line length.  When a FR line contains more 

demibeats than the metrical template can accommodate, it may include multiple metrical 

lines.  A line of five, six or more demibeats, are born out by a combination of more than one 

metrical line.  Consider (18)-(19): 

 

(18)             L’               FR Line 
             /       \ 
            L   L  …              Metrical Line 
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(19) FR-502-2    five-demibeat line 
 
     L” 
 

L       L   Prosodic Line 
 
 (f)  f   f  f  Foot 
 
     X    x  X    x   X    x Metrical Demibeat 
   tai-   yang  zhui  yue- lang 
         sun   pursue moon 

‘The sun goes after the moon.’ 

 

In (19), the five-demibeat line is added up by a foot and a three-demibeat line which ignores 

the final demibeat.   

 A large number of feminine lines are broken up into small masculine units, as 

recapitulated in (20).  

 

(20) Masculine Units     
 

Demibeats Demibeat Grouping Total # of Lines Percentage 
4 1+3 1 0.02% 
5 1+4 1 0.02% 
6 3+3 80 1.92% 
7 3+4 5 0.12% 
8 3+5 9 0.22% 
 5+3 2 0.05% 
10 3+7 3 0.07% 
 7+3 7 0.17% 

 

In (21) we can see a six-demibeat line resulting from a pair of three-demibeat lines.  Each L 

ends in a downbeat.  The first silent demibeat forms a potential pause between two L’s.  
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The second silent demibeat serves as the demibeat-lengthening, or anther pause to start the 

next metrical line (Selkirk 1984, Shih 1986, among others).  

 

(21) FR-166-1   six-demibeat line 
 

L” 
  

L         L    Prosodic Line 
 
 f   f   f    f   Foot 
 
 X    x   X   x  X     x   X x  Metrical Beat 
 xiao  lao- shu       shang  deng-tai 
 little  mouse  upward lamp.stand 
‘The little mouse climbs up the lamp stand. ’          

                  
 

 To sum up, the two-foot metrical template is suggested to yield a variety of rhythms.  

The masculine rhythms, the lines which have odd-numbered demibeats, are preferred.  As 

stated in §3.1.2, about 83% of the data is masculine rhythm.  This outcome is impressively 

significant.  In the next section, I look at the relationship between beat-sharing and the 

preference of masculine rhythm. 

 

3.1.4 Beat Sharing 

Generally speaking, one demibeat is assigned to one syllable.  However, some of the 

syllables fail to line up with a complete demibeat.  More than one syllable would share a 
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single demibeat.  The correspondence rules (Halle and Keyser 1969, 1971) imply that 

beat-sharing does increase the complexity of metrics.  In Spanish, beat-sharing is attributed 

to the consecutive vowels.  In English, the immediate constituents motivate the beat-sharing.  

In Chinese, the preference of rhythm determines whether the beat-sharing is applied.  In 

other words, beat sharing is a means to yield the masculine rhythm (Hsiao 2006). 

In nursery rhymes, two conditions are found to reach the beat-sharing.  That is to say, 

the syllables which are either F category or morphosyntactic immediate constituents take a 

priority in beat-sharing.  As mentioned earlier, the rhythm behavior is contrastive between 

content and function words.  It is due to the fact that function words are semantically 

bleached.  One would be likely to pay more attention to the content words, the main 

information of speech.   

On the other hand, the syntactic structures faciliate the applicability of certain prosodic 

rules. Chen (1984) and Shih (1986) propose that the foot formation is related to the branching 

direction as well as the immediate constituency.  Simply, a pair of immediate constituents 

forms a foot, as termed as ICF in work by Hsiao (1991b).  Hsiao (Ibid) advances his finding 

that in folk verses a pair of immediate constituents may be appealed together under the same 

demibeat.  Let us take a look at a few instances.  X is the metrical strong demibeat, x is the 

weak demibeat, and x is the silent demibeat.  

(22) X    x     X     x   Demibeats  
    san   she-mo  san         (FR-119-3-1)  
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    three what    three    ‘Three, what three?’ 
 
    X  x   X    x    Demibeats 
    er-duo  san      (FR-119-3-2) 
    ear     three     ‘Ears, three.’ 

 

In (22) each syllable gets a single demibeat, except for she-mo ‘what.’  The disyllabic nouns 

she-mo ‘what’ forms the immediate constituent.  The application of beat-sharing to the IC 

can generate a masculine rhythm, the more prevalent type of metrics. I list all the possible 

candidates in (23). 

 

(23) FR-119-3-1 ‘Three, what three? ’   
 
   *a.  X   x  X  x   
       san she-mo san   
       three what   three 
 
   *b.    X       x       
       san  she-mo san   
       three what   three 
 
   *c.     X    x  X   x 
       san  she-mo san   
       three what  three 
 
    d.  X     x    X    x 
    san   she-mo san   
       three  what three 
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   *e.  X   x    X    x 
       san  she-mo san   
       three what   three 

 

(23a) is not metrical, since the line is composed of four demibeats. The feminine rhythm is 

less common and disfavored in the corpus. Although both rhythms of (23c) and (23e) are 

masculine, the beat-sharing syllables are not the immediate constituents. (23b) is the worst 

form which neither creates a masculine rhythm nor allows the immediate constituents to 

share a demibeat.  

The presence of the feminine rhythm deserves some attention as well.  In the corpus 

nearly 17% of the data are feminine, as exemplified in (24).  

 

(24) a. S   W  S  W     Demibeats  
      xiao-mao xiao-mao    (FR-130-1) 
      little-cat  little-cat    ‘Little cat, little cat’ 
 

b. S  W  S  W     Demibeats 
      ben-ling jen da     (FR-130-2) 
      talent  very big    ‘Very talented’ 

 

Both cases of (24) are four-demibeat lines.  They are feminine, but there are no beat-sharing.  

The four syllables perfectly make the four demibeats audible.  Beat-sharing does not occur, 

for the syllables are all content words and non-ICs. 
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 In (23) the effect of ICs is well attested.  In (25), nevertheless, the ICs fail to share the 

same demibeat.  Instead each syllable is linked to a single corresponding demibeat, as in 

(25a) 

 

(25) FR-255-1  ‘What circle one hangs on the sky?’ 
 
    a. X  x  X  x   X  x    X   x 
   she-mo yuan-yuan gua  shang  tian 
      What  circle     hang on    sky  
 
   *b.   X   x   X   x     X    x     
   she-mo yuan-yuan gua  shang  tian 
      What  circle     hang on    sky  

 

Consider the number of demibeats in (25).  The most common pattern should be seven, but 

not eight.  This metrical line displays a masculine rhythm, leaving a silent demibeat 

template-finally.  If beat-sharing occurs, the feminine rhythm would be unexpected.   

 On top of the immediate constituency, the rhythmic contrast of word categories is 

notable as well.  Consider (26): 

 

(26) X       x       X    x     X  x   X   x  Demibeats   
shuai de    ni lian  shang dou  shi  ni    (FR-132-6) 

 fall   COM  you face  over all   be  dirt       
  ‘Let you fall down such that dirt is all over your face.’ 
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This is an eight-syllable line that corresponds to a masculine rhythm.  The two syllables de 

‘COM’ and ni ‘you’ share one single demibeat.  De is a complementizer and ni is a pronoun.  

Both are function categories.  They behave differently from content words.  In this sense 

the two syllables are sensitive to beat sharing.  Compare (26) and (27).  

 

(27) FR-7-2  ‘your bubble’ 
    *a. X  x    X  x 
      ni  de    pao-pao 
       you COM  bubble 
 
     b.   X    x   X   x 
    ni   de    pao-pao 
       you COM  bubble 
 
    *c. X    x    X   x    
    ni    de    pao-pao 
       you COM  bubble 
 
    *d. X       x      X  x    
    ni    de    pao-pao 
       your  COM  bubble 

 

In (27) only ni and de are characterized as functors.  The other syllables are content words, 

and ought to obtain a complete demibeat.  The beat-sharing is needed to create the 

masculine rhythm. That is why (27a) is metrically ill-formed. (27c) and (27d) are abandoned 

due to the beat-sharing of the non-functors. 
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3.1.5 An OT Analysis toward Rhythmic Varieties  

The constraint-based approach (Prince and Smolensky 1993, 2004) is widely discussed 

in the treatment of meters (Rice 2000, Hayes 2000, Kager 2001, Hsiao 2006, among others).  

In this section it is an attempt to give an account to the various rhythms in the finger rhymes, 

especially the alignment between syllables and demibeats.  

 Following the work by Hsiao (2006), I adopt five constraints as given in (28-32). 

 

(28) NoShare: every syllable is assigned a single demibeat. 
 
(29) Masculinity: a masculine rhythm is preferred. 

 

First of all, the mapping of syllables to demibeats is basically on a one-to-one basis, but 

the masculine rhythm takes the larger proportion of the FR corpus. Therefore, I suggest the 

constraints (28) and (29).  

The constraints (30) and (31) are listed by virtue of ICs and functors which are 

rhythmically sensitive to beat-sharing. 

 

(30) ICShare: two syllables that are morphosyntactic ICs share a demibeat. 
 
(31) FShare: a function-category syllable shares a demibeat with the adjacent syllables.  
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Among the 1447 types of syntactic trees, none possesses a line with the final syllable 

aligned to the adjacent syllable.  Namely, the duration of the final syllable remains 

unchanged.  Consequently, (32) is given, and the constraint ranking follows as in (33).  

 

(32) NoShareFi: the final syllable is assigned a single demibeat. 
 
(33) Masculinity, NoShareFi >> FShare >> ICShare >> NoShare.  

 

The goal of beat-sharing is to evade the feminine rhythm. Masculinity is therefore 

undominated over the others. NoShareFi should be singled out because the present data 

shows no violation. Namely, the final syllable is not allowed to align to the shared demibeat.  

Moreover, NoShareFi is a member of NoShare. The ranking of NoShareFi should be higher 

than NoShare. FShare and ICShare conflict with NoShare. As a result, NoShare ranks at the 

bottom. FShare and ICShare lies between Masculinity and NoShare.  First consider the 

analyses of (34)-(35), both of which are quadrasyllabic lines ending with three demibeats. 
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(34) FR-118-3-1 san she-mo san ‘Three, what three? ’  
 
 Masculinity NoShareFi ICShare NoShare 
  a. X  x  X  x   
    san she-mo san 

*!  *  

 b.   X   x       
    san she-mo san  

*(!) *(!) * ** 

  c.   X   x  X   x 
    san she-mo san  

  *! * 

d.  X    x   X  x 
     san she-mo san  

   * 

  e.  X  x    X   x 
     san she-mo san 

 *! * * 

f.  Xx     X  xX  x 
     san  she-mo san  

   **(!)* 

 

The candidate (d) is optimal with the minimal violation in the lowest constraint NoShare.  

Candidates (a) and (e) violate the high-ranked constraints. One is Masculinity and the other is 

NoShareFi. Candidate (b) is the worst, since it incurs two fatal violations. Candidate (c) 

violates ICShare, because the two syllables san and she are not immediate constituents. 

Candidate (f) though fulfills the higher-ranked constraints has three violations in NoShare.  

Either the syllable lengthening or the beat-sharing is not permiteed, since every syllable is 

assigned a single demibeat, as defined in (28). Therefore, candidate (f) is out of the 

competition and candidate (d) is chosen. 
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(35) FR-7-2 ni de pao-pao ‘your bubble’ 
 

 

In (35), candidates (a) and (c) incur fatal violations, and are ruled out. Candidate (d) not 

only violates FShare but also violates ICShare. Though candidate (b) violates ICShare, but 

satisfies the higher-ranked constraint FShare. Accordingly, candidate (b) is optimal.  

There is a comparison between the tableaux (34) and (36). In (34) the two syllables 

she-mo share one single demibeat to satisfy Masculinity and ICShare. In (36), a masculine 

rhythm can be reached without the beat-sharing of ICs. The partial satisfaction of ICShare, 

she-mo or yuan-yuan, would result in a violation of masculinity, as in (36b)-(36c).   

However, (36a) is disfavored with more violations than (36d) in the higher-ranked constraint 

ICShare.  Thus, (36d) is chosen as the optimal candidate.  

 

 

 

 Masculinity NoShareFi FShare ICShare NoShare 
  a. X  x   X  x 
    ni  de  pao-pao 

*!  * *  

b.  X     x   X   x 
    ni  de  pao-pao  

   * * 

  c. X  x     X     x    
    ni  de  pao-pao  

 *! *  * 

  d. X    x    X   x 
    ni  de pao-pao 

  *! * * 
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(36) FR-222-1 she-mo yuan-yuan gua  shang tian ‘What circle one hangs on the sky?’ 
 
 Masculinity NoShareFi ICShare NoShare

a. X  x  X    x   X   x X   x 
 she-mo yuan-yuan gua shang tian 

  *(!)*  

  b.   X   x   X   x X    x   
 she-mo yuan-yuan gua  shang  tian 

*!  * * 

  c. X  x      X    x X    x   
 she-mo yuan-yuan gua  shang  tian 

*!  * * 

d.   X      x     X    x   X    x  
 she-mo yuan-yuan gua  shang tian 

   ** 

 

There are also cases where the beat-sharing of ICs is suspended to achieve a masculine 

line. Consider (37): 

 
(37) FR-483-2  hu-die yi jian bian hui tou ‘The butterflies turned around, once they was 

seen.’ 
 
 Masculinity NoShareFi ICShare NoShare

a. X  x   X x   X  x X   x 
 hu-die  yi jian bian hui tou  

  **  

  b.  X   x  X  x  X x   
 hu-die yi  jian bian hui tou 

*!  * * 

  c. X  x  X   x   X     x     
hu-die  yi  jian bian hui tou 

*(!) *(!) * * 

d.  X   x  X  x    X    x    
hu-die yi  jian bian hui tou 

 *!  ** 

 

Candidate (36b) cannot reach a masculine rhythm, if the NP hu-die undergoes the 

beat-sharing.  In (36c), the VP hui-tou contains a pair of ICs but it occurs at the end of the 
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sentence, and thus violates the higher-ranked constraint NoShareFi. Since the constraints 

Masculinity and NoShareFi outrank ICShare, (37a) is the optimal output, which though 

violates ICShare, satisfies the higher-ranked constraints Masculinity and NoShareFi. 

 

3.1.6 Concluding Remarks 

In the analysis above, three implications are made. First, we investigate two types of 

rhythms. In the corpus, the masculine rhythm is preferred. The finger rhymes are between 

two grammars, one as the rigid metrics and the other as the free speech. An impressively 

large body of the lines retains the masculine lines. This indirectly supports the fact that the 

finger rhymes are one sub-genre of meters.  

Second, I propose a two-foot basic template.  This template outlines an ideal way to the 

flexible length of metrical lines.  A shorter FR line may partially fill the template, leaving 

out one foot.  A longer FR line may contain more than one metrical line.    

Finally, I discuss a set of OT constraints toward an analysis of masculinity, where 

masculine lines are preferred by means of beat sharing.  The constraint ICShare motivates a 

morphosyntactic access; the constraint FShare heeds on the role of semantics.  Both are 

strategies to avoid feminine rhythm.   

Unlike Chinese regulated verses, the lines of the finger rhymes are composed of either 

odd-numbers or even-numbers of syllables.  Beat-sharing is rare in the traditional verse but 
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is common in modern nursery rhymes; it increases the metrical complexity, which enriches 

the modern child verses.  

 In §3.2, I will discuss further the metricality of finger rhymes, namely the evaluation of 

one line being metrical, less metrical, or not metrical at all.  

 

3.2 Metricality 

3.2.1 Preamble 

This section resumes the discussion of stress on the metricality in Mandarin finger 

rhymes.  Western linguists (Halle and Keyser 1971, Kiparsky 1975, among others) have 

observed a strong link between accent and the metrical positions, affecting the metricality of 

English verse lines.  A verse line is considered unmetrical if a stress maximum, a fully 

stressed syllable between unstressed ones, falls in a weak metrical position.  In work by 

Duanmu (2004), stress is universal.  The stress maximum is closely examined for the 

well-formedness conditions of Chinese regulated verse.  A stress maximum must be 

assigned to a strong metrical position.  Otherwise, the metrical tension would be increasing, 

and such a verse line is unexpected.   

I continue the question of the metricality of Mandarin finger rhymes, and discuss three 

facets.  First, I investigate how the stress maximum is active in the diverse verse lines.  The 
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rhythmic structure of finger rhymes is richer than Chinese regulated verses.  Duanmu (2004) 

offers an overview of the stress maximum in lines that are either pentasyllabic or 

heptasyllabic.  In this study, I tackle the lines with various numbers of demibeats.  Second, 

I pursue a way to predict the metricality of the different types of lines in the finger rhymes.  

This work re-examines the metricality of Chinese (Duanmu 2004) that mounts the metrical 

tension of the feminine rhythm.  Finally, a corpus of 4172 lines is scanned under the 

framework of Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993, 2004).  In a parallel way, the 

constraints ensure a large body of the verse lines that must be metrically valid. 

 This section goes on as follows.  In §3.2.2, I will give a quick view to Duanmu’s (2004) 

proposal of non-head stress model, and zoom in to the constructed corpus.  In §3.2.3, we 

propose a metrical template to obtain the metrically good lines, and in §3.2.4 we give a 

constraint-based analysis. §3.2.5 is the concluding remarks.  

 

3.2.2 On Duanmu’s (2004) Non-head Stress 

 Duanmu (2004) suggests that stress is universal, and the stress assignment of Chinese 

regulated verses is attributed to non-phonological factors, in particular, the syntactic non-head 

receiving stress. Most of the syntactic heads are F-categories (Hsiao 2006), including 

auxiliaries, classifiers, conjunctions, complementizers, directional markers, pronoun, particle 
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and more.  The non-heads, namely content words are semantically crucial23 and widely 

distributed. In that event, non-heads obtain more attention, phonologically that is stress. 

Consider (38).  

 

(38) ‘(I) board the boat and watch the autumn moon.’ 
 

  x      x         Non-head Stress  
   deng zhou wang qiu-yue 
   board boat watch autumn-moon 
   [V   N]  [V   N- N]     
    

(Duanmu 2004: 61) 

 

The objects zhou ‘boat’ and qiu-yu ‘autumn-moon’ are the non-heads under the VPs and thus 

receive the phrasal stress.   

 Strictly speaking, Duanmu’s (2004) non-head stress model is the simplified statement of 

stress contours by Chomsky and Halle (1968).  Duanmu’s (2004) proposal makes no 

distinction between compound stress and phrasal stress.  The assignment of non-head stress 

is completed in one cycle, and is regarded as better in terms of simplicity.  Duanmu (2004) 

considers the syntactico-semantic interface as a factor of stress assignment, while Chomsky 

and Halle (1968) postulates the lexical and post-lexical levels that exclude the semantic 

                                                 
23 Information Theory (Shannon & Weaver 1949) is the proposition that the more predicable an expression is, 
the less information it carries.  In Duanmu’s (2004) model, the non-head carries more information than its 
syntactic head and deserves the stress.  
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factors.  In Chomsky and Halle (1968), the accentuation is reached in two steps.   

(39) ‘(I) board the boat and watch the autumn moon.’ 
 
   (   x  ) (  x    )  Nuclear Stress Rule                    
                ( x    )   Compound Stress Rule 

deng zhou wang qiu-yue 
   board boat watch autumn-moon 
   [V   N]  [V   N- N]     

 

The first-applying rule is Compound Rule which is subject to all the lexical categories, like 

nouns, verbs, and adjectives.  The Nuclear Stress Rule follows and applies to the 

constituents that are syntactic categories.  In (39), qiu-yu ‘autumn-moon’ receives the NN 

compound stress in the first step. And the objects zhou ‘boat’ and qiu-yu ‘autumn-moon’ then 

receive the phrasal stress, i.e. Nuclear Stress Rule. As for the surface structures, both results 

of (38) and (39) are the same. As for the underlying structures, the implications are different.  

For the sake of simplicity, the author respects Duanmu’s (2004) non-head stress model for the 

issue of metricality.  

Halle & Keyser (1971) gives a remark on Stress Maximum Principle (SMP) that stress 

maximum is any syllable carrying greater stress than its adjacent two in the same line.  The 

domain that SMP is correlated with has been an unsolved problem.  Some couch for 

syntactic evidence (Cheng 1970; Chen 1979), others for prosodic indication (Shih 1986, 

1990), and still others lie in between (Duanmu 1999, 2004).  Based on Duanmu (2004)’s 
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verse corpus, he proposes a principle of stress maximum, as reproduced in (40).  

(40) a. Stress maximum              
  A syllable is a stress maximum if it is stressed and is between two unstressed       
syllables within the same branching domain. 
 
   b. Branching domain 

Two terminal nodes A and B belong to separate branching domains if and only if 
neither c-commands the other. 

 
(Duanmu 2004: 61) 

 

The structural descriptions and rule-applying domains equally count in the present corpus.  

In (40a) the non-head stress is based on the syntactic structures and in (40b) the maximum is 

formed in relative to the c-commanding branching domain.   

Metricality is the evaluation about which metrical position the stress maximum is 

assigned to.  Halle and Keyser (1971) observes that an unstressed syllable on a strong 

metrical position is fairly common, whereas a stressed syllable on a weak metrical position is 

rare and rhythmically conditioned.  A stressed syllable that is non-maximum occurs in 

metrically weak position may cause the metrical tensions but is nonetheless considered 

metrical (Halle and Keyser 1969 1971).  The worst situation is a line that has the stress 

maximum in the metrically weak position. 

The present corpus follows Duanmu’s (2004) non-head stress model.  As shown in (41), 

the number “1” represents a stressed syllable, and the number “0” indicates an unstressed one.  
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Each line in the constructed corpus is coded with the syntactic tree, the non-head stress and 

its corresponding metrical positions.  In Chinese, the foot24 is considered to be trochaic 

(SW) as below.  

 

(41) FR-684-12 
 

[0 1-0]   Non-head Stress 
[V   N-N]  Syntax Tree 
[S   W S]  Metrical Positions 
[gai [yin-zhang]] 
affix seal  
‘affix the seal’ 

 

The non-head yin-zhang ‘seal’ receives the stress and is labeled with “1.”  The line of (41) is 

metrically bad, where the stress maximum is in the weak position.   

 The present research is committed to the stress of the final three syllables, and finds that 

only 6.55% of the data have stress maxima in strong metrical positions, as in (42). 13.7% of 

the target syllables are stress maxima in weak metrical positions. 

 

                                                 
24 According to Prince (1993), stress is part of rhythm. Any peaks should be related to or adjacent to other 
troughs. One pair of stressed and unstressed syllables can constitute a metrical foot.  The feet may differ in 
which edge (left or right) the stressed syllable occurs at.  Consider below: 
 
(2) a. trochaic    b. iambic 

  (left-headed)    (right-headed) 
   *     *      line 1 
  ( * * )     ( * * )       line 0 

 
If the foot is left-headed, it is the trochaic foot; if right-headed, it is called iambic. It is the iambic parameter 
common to English poetry.  In Mandarin, the trochee is prevailing, as in Chinese regulated verses (Duanmu 
2004).  
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(42) Frequency of Stress Maximum in the Final Three Syllables of Finger Rhymes 
 

 Total # of Syllables Percentage 
Stress Maximum in S 561 6.55% 
Stress Maximum in W 1174 13.70% 
Stressed Non-maximum in S 2077 24.24% 
Stressed Non-maximum in W 973 11.36% 
Unstressed Syllables 3782 44.15% 
TOTAL 8567 100.00% 

 

 Selkirk (1984) posits a silent grid position to facilitate a phonetic pause or a syllable 

lengthening.  Duanmu (2004) uses this idea to resolve the metrical tension. Compare (43a) 

and (43b).   

 

(43) a. x   x     b.    x   Non-head Stress   
  [NN [N]]  [V NN] 
      SW S   *S WS    Trochaic Meter 

 
(Duanmu 2004: 59) 

 

In (43b) the second syllable is a stress maximum in a metrical weak position, and thus is 

metrically bad.  In this case, Duanmu suggests that a silent beat (∅) is added to the end of 

the line, as in (44), where [N∅] forms a unit like a disyllabic compound.  
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(44)      x  x ∅        Non-head Stress 
   kan tian-e  
   see swan-SUF     
   [V N- [N  ∅]] 
    S W  S  W    Trochaic Meter 
   ‘Look at the swans.’   (FR-100-2) 

 

Accordingly, the N, –e, of [N∅] receives a word stress25, following a non-head phrasal stress 

on tian-.  In other words, there is no longer a stress maximum.  

 Duanmu’s proposal explains Chinese regulated verses quite well, where the lines are 

either pentasyllabic or heptasyllabic. Each syllable is assigned a single demibeat, and thus all 

the verse lines are masculine. As shown in (44), the addition of a silent demibeat to a 

masculine line can avoid the violation of stress maximum. However, about 17% of the lines 

in the constructed corpus are feminine, as seen in (46). When a feminine line is followed by a 

silent demibeat, a stress maximum is unexpectedly created, as in (45).  

 

(45) *a.       x           Non-head Stress 
    kai  men ∅ 

 open  door 
 [V    [N  ∅]] 
 S     W  S         Trochaic Meter 

    ‘Open the door.’        (FR-085-1-2) 
 
 
 
   *b.  x            x          Non-head Stress 
                                                 
25 The compound stress rule (Chomsky & Halle 1968, Duanmu 2004) assigns stress to the left element of the 
foot, e.g. a new compound [N ∅]. 
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   yi  zhi  shang  shu  ∅ 
a  CL  climb  tree 
[N Q]  [V   [N ∅]] 
S W    S    W  S      Trochaic Meter  

   ‘One (monkey) climbs up the tree.’     (FR-134-1-3) 

 

The last syllable, men in (45a) or shu in (45b), occurs as a stress maximum and creates a 

metrical tension.  A question then arises.  Namely, how do we predict the occurrence of the 

silent beat?  

Each line is coded with the number of syllables, the number of demibeats, word 

categories and syntactic structures.  Following Hsiao (2006), I refer to lines with odd 

numbers of demibeats as masculine lines, while those with even numbers of beats as feminine.  

As shown in (46), about 83% of the lines in the corpus are masculine. 

 

(46) Metrical Lines 

(a) Rhythm-1 
Line Types Total # of lines Percentage 
Masculine 3462 82.98% 
Feminine 710 17.02% 
TOTAL 4172 100.00% 
 
(b) Rhythm-2 
Line Types Total # of lines Percentage 
Masculine 3474 83.27% 
Feminine 698 16.73% 
TOTAL 4172 100.00% 
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The three-beat lines are the most common in the present corpus, as shown in (47).  

(47) The Number of Demibeats 

(a) Rhythm-1  
Demibeats per Line Total # of Lines Percentage 
1 58 1.39% 
2 144 3.45% 
3 1503 36.03% 
4 349 8.37% 
5 624 14.96% 
6 166 3.98% 
7 1250 29.96% 
8 36 0.86% 
9 26 0.62% 
10 14 0.34% 
11 1 0.02% 
13 1 0.02% 
TOTAL 4172 100.00% 
 
(b) Rhythm-2  
Demibeats per Line Total # of Lines Percentage 
1 58 1.39% 
2 144 3.45% 
3 1503 36.03% 
4 349 8.37% 
5 625 14.98% 
6 171 4.10% 
7 1275 30.56% 
8 26 0.62% 
9 14 0.34% 
10 7 0.17% 
TOTAL 4172 100.00% 
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3.2.3 An OT Account 

 Hsiao (2006) posits a seven-demibeat template to yield the rhythm of Chunghua folk 

verses. In this study, I propose a three-demibeat metrical template, as in (48), where the final 

beat is left unaligned.  As shown in the corpus, three-demibeat lines are the most common, 

about 36.03% in the present corpus. 

 

(48) Metrical Template    
 
  L   Prosodic Line 
 
 f  f  Foot 
 
 S    W  S    W Metrical Demibeat 
  
S=Strong Demibeat    W=Weak Demibeat     underline=Silent Demibeat 

 

A four-demibeat line (8.37%) would fill the final demibeat of the template, leaving no silent 

demibeat.  This template has two advantages.  First, the various lengths of metrical lines 

can be derived from it.  I map syllables from left to right.  Lines with more than four 

demibeats require a combination of prosodic lines.  Second, this template correctly predicts 

when the silent beat becomes audible.  A silent demibeat removes stress maximum from a 

metrical weak position in masculine lines, as in (44), but creates a stress maximum in weak 

position in feminine lines, as in (45).  In (49), the line must end in a silent beat, given the 
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metrical template in (48).   

 

(49)  x x            Non-head Stress 
  kan tian-e  ∅ 
 see swan     
 [V  N- [N  ∅]] 
  S  W  S  W         Trochaic Meter 
 ‘Look at the swans.’        (FR-100-2) 

 

The penultimate syllable tian is no longer a stress maximum when followed by a stress. On 

the contrary, the feminine line in (50) fills the silent metrical position and makes the final 

demibeat audible. 

 

(50) x             x       Non-head Stress 
    yi  zhi  shang  shu 
   a  CL  climb  tree 
   [N   Q]  [V    N]  
     S   W    S    W        Trochaic Meter 
    ‘One (monkey) climbs up the tree.’     (FR-134-1-3) 

 

 In terms of Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993, 2004), UG is composed of 

universal constraints, which are active in a parallel way.  Sometimes the violations of the 

lowest-ranked constraints may satisfy the higher ones.  In (51)-(53), I propose three 

constraints to account for the presence of the silent beat in the masculine line but the absence 

of it in the feminine line.  
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(51) STRCOND: The stress maximum, the stressed syllable between two unstressed ones 
within the same branching domain, must not occur in the metrical weak position. (cf. 
Duanmu 2004)    

 

(52) MAX (Beat): All input demibeats are kept in the output (cf. Prince & Smolensky 1993).  

 

(53) DEP (Beat): All demibeats in the output have a correspondent in the input (cf. Prince & 
Smolensky 1993). 

 

STRCOND, developed from the Stress Maximum Principle, prevents the stress maximum from 

the weak metrical position.  Given the template in (48), two faithfulness constraints, MAX 

(Beat) and DEP (Beat) also play a role in metricality.  STRCOND dominates MAX (Beat) and 

DEP (Beat).  Consider (54a) and (54b).   

 

(54)*(a)    x            Non-head Stress 
    kan tian-e 
    see swan-SUF     
    [V  N-N] 
     S  W  S        Trochaic Meter     
    ‘Look at the swans.’     (FR-100-2) 
 

(b)    x   x       Non-head Stress & Word Stress 
    kan tian-e ∅ 
    see swan-SUF     
    [V N-[N  ∅]] 
     S W S W         Trochaic Meter  
    ‘Look at the swans.’     (FR-100-2) 
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In (54a), there is no silent demibeat assumed, such that a stress maximum occurs in the weak 

metrical position. In (54b), the occurrence of the silent demibeat enables the final syllable –e 

to receives a compound stress, as discussed in §3.2.2. The preference of (54b) over (54a) can 

be predicted through the tableau (55). Assuming that the non-head stress is correctly assigned 

to the syllables, I center the analyses on the correspondence between the stressed syllables 

and the metrical positions. For the sake of convenience, the stressed syllable is notated with x, 

and the unstressed syllable is represented by an underline. 

 

(55) FR-100-2  kan tian-e ‘Look at the swans.’ 
 
TEMPLATE: S W S W    STRCOND MAX (Beat) DEP (Beat) 

a. _ x _ 
SWS 

*! *  

b. _ x x _ 
    SWSW 

   

 

Candidate (a) is ruled out since it incurs violations of STRCOND and MAX (Beat).  

Candidate (b) violates no constraints and thus is selected as the optimal output.  Consider 

now the feminine line in (56).   

(56) (a)     x           x    Non-head Stress 
    yi  zhi shang  shu  

a   CL climb  tree        
[N  Q] [V    N]      
S  W     S     W        Trochaic Meter    

   ‘One (monkey) climbs up the tree.’   (FR-133-1-3) 
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*(b)    x            x    Non-head Stress & Word Stress 
    yi  zhi shang  shu  ∅ 

a   CL climb  tree        
[N  Q] [V   [N ∅]]    
S  W     S     W S       Trochaic Meter   

   ‘One (monkey) climbs up the tree.’   (FR-133-1-3) 

 

The problem in (56b) is that the addition of the silent demibeat creates a stress maximum, shu.  

Again, the selection of (56a) can be governed by the same constraint ranking, as in (57): 

 
(57) FR-133-1-3 yi  zhi shang  shu ‘One (monkey) climbs up the tree.’ 
 
TEMPLATE: S W S W STRCOND MAX (Beat) DEP (Beat) 

a. _ x _ x 
SWSW 

   

b. _ x _ x _ 
SWSWS 

*!  * 

 

Candidate (b) violates both STRCOND and DEP (Beat), and thus is ruled out.  As a result, the 

candidate (a) is optimal. 

 

3.2.4 Concluding Remarks 

In this research, a 4172-line corpus of finger rhymes is established, and a metrical 

template is proposed to accommodate the various lengthens of the lines.  The corpus shows 

a predominant pattern of masculine rhythm, about 83%.  A silent beat occurs to remove a 
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stress maximum from the weak metrical position in the masculine line, but to result in 

unmetricality in feminine lines.  I posit the constraint ranking, “STRCOND >> MAX (Beat), 

DEP (Beat), which successfully predicts this metrical preference.


